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Main Points: First Storm, Tonight-Tomorrow

Hazard Impacts Location Timing

Snow

Snow will create hazardous 

travel conditions.

Roadways will be snow 

covered. The Monday 

morning commute will be 

significantly impacted.

Central and southern 

NJ, southeast PA 

including Philly 

metro, central and 

northern DE, 

northeast MD.

Snow will overspread 

these areas late this 

evening and continue for 

most of the night, 

winding down tomorrow 

morning. 

Freezing

Rain

A light glaze of freezing rain 

could exacerbate slippery 

road conditions, especially 

for the Monday morning 

commute. 

Far southern NJ, DE, 

NE MD.

Tonight into tomorrow 

morning. Some areas 

may see snow initially, 

then light freezing rain. 

Steady precipitation will 

end tomorrow morning 

but light rain or snow 

showers may linger 

through the day.
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Freezing Rain: S NJ, DE, NE MD

Snow: C and S NJ, SE PA, C and N DE, NE MD 

None Limited Elevated Significant Extreme

Summary of Greatest Impacts: Tonight 

through Tomorrow Morning

None Limited Elevated Significant Extreme
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Expected Snowfall Accumulations: Tonight 

through Tomorrow Morning

Uncertainty in Snowfall 

Forecast:

 The northern and 

northeastern extent of totals 

reaching or exceeding 1” is 

somewhat uncertain.

 Snow totals over southern 

NJ, DE, and NE MD may be 

a little higher if there is less 

mixing with freezing rain.
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Ice Accumulation Forecast: Tonight through 

Tomorrow Morning

Ice accumulation notes:

 Icing under a tenth of an 

inch is generally insufficient 

to produce tree damage or 

power outages, but any 

amount of ice is capable of 

creating very hazardous 

road conditions.
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 A light snowfall will impact central and southern parts of the area tonight and 

tomorrow morning. While snowfall totals will be generally under 3”, the timing is 

especially problematic for the Monday morning commute. Hazardous travel 

conditions are expected during that time, especially near and before daybreak.

 Parts of far southern NJ, much of DE, and northeast MD may see precipitation 

begin as snow but end as freezing rain, potentially creating a light glaze of ice 

on roadways. While ice amounts and areal coverage will be limited, any 

amount of freezing rain is enough to create hazardous driving conditions.

 Conditions should improve late tomorrow morning and afternoon, though 

lingering light snow or rain showers are possible especially over far southern 

NJ, DE, and northeastern MD.

 A second storm system will impact the region late tomorrow night and Tuesday. 

Its impacts are discussed in the following slides. Information up to this point 

covers only the first system tonight and tomorrow morning.

 Important Note: The snow and ice maps found online at weather.gov/phi only 

account for snow and ice accumulation from this first storm. Technological 

limitations prevent the display to the web of the same type of maps for two 

different storms. Graphics for the second storm are provided later in this 

briefing package.

Event Summary: Tonight and Tomorrow Morning

https://www.facebook.com/NWSMountHolly/
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Main Points: Second Storm, Monday Afternoon 

Through Tuesday

Hazard Impacts Location Timing

Snow to

Mix

Snow will create hazardous 

travel conditions. The 

Tuesday morning commute 

will be significantly impacted 

with effects lingering into the 

evening. Scattered power 

outages possible due to 

icing.

East-central PA, 

central and northern 

NJ.

Snow will overspread 

these areas Monday 

evening and continue 

through early Tuesday 

afternoon before mixing 

with ice, then rain in the 

evening. 

Sleet and

Freezing

Rain

An initial burst of snow, sleet, 

and freezing rain will create 

hazardous travel conditions, 

especially for the Tuesday 

morning commute.

Southern NJ,

southeast PA, 

northern DE, NE MD.

Snow or sleet will

overspread these areas 

late Monday afternoon and 

evening. Sleet and 

freezing rain will continue 

through Tuesday morning 

before changing to rain. 

Heavy 

Rain

Heavy rain may cause 

localized small stream and 

urban flooding. Storm drains 

clogged by preceding ice 

may enhance impacts. 

Widespread ponding will 

occur on roadways.

Central and southern 

NJ, southeast PA, 

Delmarva.

Precipitation will transition 

to all rain by noon 

Tuesday. Rain will not end 

until late Tuesday night.  

https://www.facebook.com/NWSMountHolly/
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Sleet/Freezing Rain: S NJ, N DE, NE MD

Snow to Mix: East-Central PA, central and N NJ 

None Limited Elevated Significant Extreme

Summary of Greatest Impacts: Late Monday 

through Tuesday Night

None Limited Elevated Significant Extreme

Heavy Rain: S NJ, Delmarva

None Limited Elevated Significant Extreme
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Expected Snowfall Accumulations: Monday 

Evening through Tuesday Night

Uncertainty in Snowfall 

Forecast:

 Overall forecast confidence 

is below normal for 

snowfall totals.

 The timings of transitions 

between snow, ice, and 

rain will dictate snow totals. 

Timing differences in 

transitions of only 2-3 

hours could nearly double 

or halve these totals.

 For most areas, travel 

impacts will be similar 

regardless of whether 

precipitation falls more as 

snow or sleet/freezing rain.
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Probabilistic Snowfall Forecast

for Late Monday through Tuesday

Low End Potential
9 in 10 (90%)  Chance of Higher Snowfall 

Than Depicted Below

High End Potential
1 in 10 (10%)  Chance of Higher Snowfall Than 

Depicted Below

https://www.facebook.com/NWSMountHolly/
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Ice Accumulation Forecast: Monday Evening 

through Tuesday Night

Ice accumulation notes:

 Like with snowfall, timing of 

transitions from snow to 

ice to rain will dictate the 

extent of ice accumulation.

 Ice accumulations of 0.10-

0.25” are capable of 

causing some tree damage 

and scattered power 

outages.

 For many areas, ice will 

accumulate after a period 

of snowfall, leading to very 

hazardous travel 

conditions.
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 A significant winter storm will impact the area late Monday afternoon through Tuesday 

night. A wide variety of precipitation types are expected. Travel impacts are likely 

especially Monday night and Tuesday morning but lingering through the day Tuesday 

especially north of I-78. Scattered power outages are possible due to ice 

accumulation especially in northern NJ and east-central PA.

 Most areas will see precipitation begin as snow or sleet, with the possible exception 

of central and southern Delmarva where precipitation may fall as all rain. A gradual 

transition from snow to a mix of sleet and freezing rain, then rain, will occur Monday 

night through Tuesday. The highest snowfall totals will occur in areas where 

precipitation stays snow the longest: northern NJ and east-central PA.

 The wide range of precipitation types means confidence in snowfall totals is lower 

than normal. However, regardless of whether precipitation falls more as snow or as 

sleet/freezing rain, hazardous travel conditions are likely.

 Heavy rainfall will also occur with this system from Monday night through Tuesday 

night, potentially leading to urban and small stream flooding.

 Important Note: The snow and ice maps found online at weather.gov/phi only 

account for snow and ice accumulation from the first storm. Technological limitations 

prevent the display to the web of the same type of maps for two different storms. See 

slides 9 and 11 for forecast snow and ice totals from this second storm.

Event Summary: Late Monday Afternoon through 

Tuesday Night

https://www.facebook.com/NWSMountHolly/
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Web:

www.weather.gov/phi

Phone (public):

(609) 261-6600

Facebook:

NWSMountHolly

Twitter:

@NWS_MountHolly

Contact and Next Briefing Information

Briefing Webpage: 

www.weather.gov/media/phi/current_briefing.pdf

Next Briefing 
By 9:00 AM Monday, February 

11, 2019

Disclaimer: The information contained in this briefing is time-

sensitive; do not use after the next briefing package is issued. 
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